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Paddle Float

This innovative, multi-use product

has so many uses we could have

called it the Six or Seven Play.

Originally designed to be used as

a Kayak Beaching Pad to protect

your boat from barnacles and

rocks, it also serves well as

Vehicle Protection, Sleep Mat,

Paddle Float, Camp Chair &

Kneeling Pad.
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Paddle Float
Double ended, no

valves, always ready

for quick rescue

Beaching Pad
Protect your

boat from rocks
and barnacles

Vehical

Protection Pad
Place straps

around roof  rack

cross bars

Sleeping Pad
Place under tent

or directly under

sleeping bag if

clean and dry

Camp Chair

Instructions

Open the white buckles and slide down

the webbing 5-6 inches.

Slide the black buckle down the webbing.

Divide the four foam layers in half  to form

the seat bottom and backrest.

Sit in the chair and adjust the webbing to

fit you comfortably. Use the white buckles

to lock the straps into place. 

Note:This product has been designed to enhance your

paddling experience, but remember that, as with any other

piece of equipment used in a water environment, it has its

limitations, restrictions and potential dangers. It has been

designed for use in water conditions that require experi-

ence and skill. We strongly urge against using this product

if you do not possess the skills necessary to recognize the

dangers of such conditions.  Upon purchasing North

Water equipment the purchaser/user assumes all risks of

injury or damage to himself, herself, or others as well as

loss or damage to any property. In purchasing/using these

products (s)he agrees to hold harmless North Water Hold-

ings Ltd., their officers, employees, agents, and represen-

tatives from any liability for injury or damage of any kind

that may be suffered by the purchaser or others through

the use of these products whether caused through 

negligence or otherwise. 


